
Getting the Word Out 
a.k.a.Communications 



What we do
Ø Market research showed we should change our emphasis to scientific areas, 

people and projects. Departments were confusing to the outside world. Reorg. 
will dictate more changes

Ø Print— Annual Report, 80-90 pages 5,000 mail, 800 e subscribers
• Newsletter, 12,000 mail, 3,500 e subscribers
• Miscellaneous Brochures, e.g. lectures, fundraising
• Review annual appeals, etc.. 
v Write, fact check, picture research/process, deal with scientists, 

directors/department contacts,  hire designers, proofers, printers, 
and mail house

Ø Press Releases, Media Relations Natasha/Tina—Tweet, facebook, etc. news 
65-70  per year. Natasha will talk more about how to deal with reporters    
and social media after me.

Ø Web Content
Ø Multimedia, John produces, Natasha and I review. YouTube Channel, etc. 
Ø Public information queries, 20-30 per month
Ø Maintain clippings, interact with president’s presentations, etc.



Examples



Press Release Basics

General 

Ø We read the scientific papers and create a draft for scientists.
Ø Press releases are essentially advertisements to reporters.
Ø The purpose is to get reporters to call or email the scientist. 
Ø All releases go out as emails. The subject/headline has to be short, to 

the point, and enticing. 
Ø Then the bottom line—the result and why we should care—needs to be 

in the first short paragraph. BOTTOM LINE ON TOP

Ø Releases should not be too long—400 to 500 words is a good limit. 
Ø We try to AVOID JARGON. No one understands it. Plain language is 

essential. But scientists can be stubborn at times.
Ø Frequently we coordinate with other institutions.
Ø Images make a difference and tend to result in more coverage.
Ø Some grants require outreach and this process counts as outreach.



Press Release Basics, cont.
Quotes —
Ø We often draft suggested quotes to give a researcher the idea of the 

kind of thing reporters look for. You can leave them as is (assuming 

the information is correct!!!) or alter them. 

Ø Avoid jargon or define it! Basalt sounds like a spice and no one knows 

what subduction,  inclusion, redshift, etc. means  

What happens next —
Ø Once the scientist is happy with the release, it goes to the director for 

review. 

Ø We must adhere to embargos that many publications have. They state 

the date when a release can go to the public. You must be sure 

reporters understand the embargo. That means when reporters can 

publish their story. Typically we are allowed to send a release out to 

trusted reporters a few days before the embargo date. That gives them 

time to do their homework and contact you.

Ø With on line publications, there are more and more 24 hour turnaround 

releases.



Press Release Basics, cont.

Where the press releases go—
Ø We have a number of different press lists, by broad scientific topic that 

have between 400 and 500 emails. The media  outlets range from the 
major wire services and newspapers, major radio stations, to more 
specialized publications. 

Ø We also post releases to EurekAlert, the AAAS wire service. They have 
over 15,000 reporters worldwide signed up for news. 

Ø Astronomy releases also go  to the AAS wire service.
Ø When the embargo lifts we post to social networking sites, and various 

web-based news outlets. Natasha will speak more to this.



Example—
Space Blob, The Paper



Space Blob Release



Sample Space Blob Coverage



What Releases Reporters/Public Find Interesting



New HQ Website May 2019



Science Communication Takes Many Forms
• Personal

- 1:1 convos
- Outside outreach efforts
- Social media
- Blog, podcast, website

• Departmental/Divisional
- Write for website
- Web feature or Q&A by Roberto
- Social media – (Images please!)
- Outreach

• Institutional
- Outreach participation
- Press release
- Social media – (Images please!)



Keys to Success
• Keep your audience in mind.

• Eye-catching language and images. Metaphors to visualize difficult concepts.

• Inserting personal anecdotes can help make it a story.

• Most of the time, focusing on what was learned, not how it was learned is the 
best approach.

• Define science concepts or terms. Avoid acronyms and jargon.



Social Media is a Great Place to Start

It’s Where the People Are

- 72 percent of American adults use at least one social platform
- 74 percent use Facebook daily
- 63 percent use Instagram daily
- 42 percent use Twitter daily

- 37 and 32 percent of people list health and science news as of interest
- 10 percent of annual news coverage is health-related
- 2 percent of annual news coverage is science related

OPPORTUNITY

Pew Research Center studies 2/5/2018 & 12/11/2015



FarOut







Discussing Other People’s Science With a Reporter
-Do not go strongly negative (unless complete crack-pot science)

-Summarize the other persons work
-if possible mention how your work is complementary or helps with the new work.

-Point out the good and the new of results from others.  Why is this important.

-If you disagree, do it in a way that is not overly harsh:
-Say   Needs More Work

Not Sure
Is possible but more likely something else is happening

Point to your work or other work that shows this new result might not be the 
final word on this topic.  Sometimes the new work is only incremental and not really 
much new, point this out in a way that highlights the main work going on in the field.



Discussing Your Work With a Reporter

Have a 1 minute summary in your head and ready to start conversation with it.

Have a good graphic that is simple and catchy.

Have a catchy title that makes one want to read more.   (Gravity Dead Zones)

Have some analogies thought up about what is happening.

Reporters are mostly lazy and have a lot of time commitments:
So write your own quotes and make them informative and good.

Have all main team members quoted, so all get press coverage.

Reporters latch on to random things, is hard to control, so try to be precise.

1)  They want records for most of something.  (example: 2018 TG387)

2)  Moon collision around Jupiter.



At end of a call, the good reporters usually ask if they have missed 
something or didn’t ask something.  
Use this to once again summarize your main results with your 1 minute 
summary and do bring up science you think they missed or didn’t quite 
get a handle on or that you think you didn’t get across very clearly.

A good reporter will also ask for contacts to follow-up your 
discussion.  
Have a few people in mind and their emails and phone numbers 
in hand to give to the reporter.  These people do not necessarily 
need to be the leaders of the field, but people you know are fair 
people and know the subject to some degree.  (Sometimes the 
other leaders in the field are biased or direct competitors with 
their own agenda and so are not the best names to give out).










